
 

 

SECOND RESPONSE SENT VIA EMAIL 17/9/21 4.48 PM 

 
Kia ora Dileepa, 
 
It would be more appropriate to direct these and further questions regarding decision making on the use of 
different types of SARS-Cov-2 tests to the Ministry of Health. The role of IANZ is simply to ensure that, in this 
case, medical testing laboratories meet international standards and can demonstrate that they are competent 
to perform the testing they are accredited for. We do not unilaterally impose any conditions or limitations on 
accreditation with respect to the clinical application of the testing methods. 
 
Ngā mihi | kind regards, 
Brian. 
 
From: Dileepa Fonseka <dileepa.fonseka@stuff.co.nz>  
Sent: Friday, 17 September 2021 2:28 p.m. 
To: Brian Young <BYoung@ianz.govt.nz> 
Subject: Re: FW: Saliva testing, 'surveillance only' removed from accreditation attached to IGENZ/Rako PCR 
test 

 

One other thing: the term "surveillance", does this mean labs that are accredited for Covid-19 saliva 

testing (surveillance), must run the test on the same person multiple times within a week? 

 

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 1:27 PM Dileepa Fonseka <dileepa.fonseka@stuff.co.nz> wrote: 

Thank you for the prompt response Brian, and for clarifying that! 

 

Are you able to provide any information or comment on why IANZ attached the term "surveillance" to 

saliva testing for labs right at the beginning? And also, why you have decided to remove this for some 

labs now? 

 

Many thanks, 

 

Dileepa 
 
 
RESPONSE SENT VIA EMAIL 17/9/21 12.44PM  

 
Kia ora Dileepa, 
 
You asked the following questions: 
 

1. I just wondered if someone could confirm for me that the accreditation attached to Rako 
Science/IGENZ's saliva PCR test has been amended to remove the word "surveillance".  
Yes, the accreditation has been amended to remove the word "surveillance".  

 
2. Does this mean the test can now be used by medical professionals on symptomatic patients in 

hospitals? 
We cannot provide a definitive answer to this question. That is a clinical decision for the appropriate 
medical professionals in relevant facilities. 

 
3. Has this word been removed from the accreditation attached to any other saliva PCR tests in New 

Zealand? 
Yes. “Surveillance” was initially included for all labs’ accredited for saliva testing and as the labs 
provide the necessary data for clinical validation, the accreditation is being amended accordingly. 
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These details can be found on our website (https://www.ianz.govt.nz/resources/covid-19-
laboratories).  

 
Also, a small but important correction… The accreditation is not “attached” to a test; the scope of a 
laboratory’s accreditation may include the test (i.e. the lab is accredited, not test).   
 
Ngā mihi | kind regards, 
Brian. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Dileepa Fonseka <dileepa.fonseka@stuff.co.nz>  
Sent: Friday, 17 September 2021 9:15 a.m. 
To: Kay Brown <KBrown@ianz.govt.nz> 
Subject: Saliva testing, 'surveillance only' removed from accreditation attached to IGENZ/Rako PCR test 

 

Hi there,  

 

I'm a journalist for Stuff working on a story. I just wondered if someone could confirm for me that the 

accreditation attached to Rako Science/IGENZ's saliva PCR test has been amended to remove the word 

"surveillance".  

 

Does this mean the test can now be used by medical professionals on symptomatic patients in 

hospitals? 

 

Has this word been removed from the accreditation attached to any other saliva PCR tests in New 

Zealand? 

 

A response by 1.30pm today would be greatly appreciated.  

 

Kind regards, 

 
Dileepa Fonseka 
Senior Business Reporter 
 
E dileepa.fonseka@stuff.co.nz | M (027) 491 5058 
Level 7 Cider Building, 4 Williamson Ave, Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021, New Zealand  
PO Box 6341, Victoria St West, Auckland 1142 
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